Dear Candidates,

This email is sent as follow-up of previously sent emails, in response of candidates' complains of not receipt of such. It is sent in the same form to all candidates-both accepted and not accepted ones. Please read it carefully and check selection results on the SALAM website:

Thank you for submitting application within the project Erasmus Mundus A 2 SALAM. Please be informed that in total we received 3968 submitted applications, many of which were of the high quality. SALAM selection was a multiple stage process: validation of TG1, grading by the host universities and specific units, preparation of the ranking lists, selection of the scholarship holders by the Selection Committee, verification of documents of the candidates selected, confirmation of the nominations by the host universities. Applications were given very careful review and consideration, fairness and transparency was ensured. Unfortunately, because of the large volume of applications and limited number of places, it was necessary to reject even some good ones. Some applications could not be accepted because of limits of mobilities foreseen as for level/TG/country/duration and limits within the budget. There have also been many applications which had to be rejected for formal reasons (e.g. lack of documents, documents not translated into English, improper TG, invalid documents etc.). There were almost 40 persons applying per place, so chances to get the scholarship were limited.

We appreciate the time and effort that went into submitting your application and would like to thank you for your interest in project SALAM.

Details on SALAM selection results, criteria and procedure as well as further procedures are available on the project website:

If your number is on the Nominee list of "Results", it means you are accepted and should have been notified already individually, by email, on further procedures requested.

If your number IS NOT on the Nominee list of "Results" website, it means your application IS NOT accepted. You should have received rejection email as well. If you have not received any email yet and your number is not on the Nominee list, this email should be treated as rejection email.

Further nominations are possible on UG level only (if any - persons has been notified about it) or in case of drop-outs.

Best regards,

Project Coordinator

7th June 2013